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Building proximity may be at fault

Airport tragedy investigated
By lobo Baikal’
Special to the Daily
The story started on a pleasant. balmy
September day in the medium-sized California
city. There was plenty of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic moving around town. Near the edge of
town, a couple dozen people had gathered for a
birthday party. At the nearby airport, thousands
of people were being treated to a spectacular
airshow.
At the ice cream parlor where the birthday
party was being held, happiness reigned
supreme. At the airport, the airshow was concluding and many of the happy spectators were
making their way toward the exits and home.
Suddenly. without warning, a tremendous
explosion and fireball ripped the tranquility of
the "perfect" day. At first few knew what had
happened. Then reports began to filter in.
Something about a plane crash. Details were
fuzzy. There was talk about a mishap at the air
show.
Before long, people lound that what happened
wasn’t a single crash or even the incident pilots
live in mortal tear of, a mid-air collision.
An F-86, an old lighter plane taking part in the
air show at Sacramento’s Executive Airport, had
aborted its takeoll, careened off the runway.
lurched across a street and crashed into a
Farrell’s Ice Cream Parlor at the end of the
runway. Twenty-two people in Farrell’s, many
of them attending the birthday party, were
killed.
Carnage horrible to describe
Thecarnage was too horrible to describe fully.
Now that the victims have been buried and the
physical damage repaired, questions about this
and other aviation crashes still haunt us. They
haunt not just pilots and others directly involved in aviation, but all of us. Airline
passengers, anyone who attends or sends his

children to schools near airports, anyone who
situps. worships, drives or lives near airports is,
like it or not. involved.
The question: Are we sale from planes that, for
various reasons, get oIl their runways?
The National Transportation Safety Board is
investigating the Executive Airport crash. But is
anyone trying to insure that similar disasters
don’t happen again?
Various people aredoing what they can. One
of these may be Assemblyman Edwin Z’Berg D Sacramento). He will hold hearings on the subject this month in Sacramento.
Rod Tuttle, Z’Berg’s hearing committee consultant said, The hearing will be focused on
federal, state, and local government policies
governing land use, planning and development
around urban airports and the changes which
should be made to protect the public welfare in
areas adjacent to existing and planned urban
airfields."
San lose airport has problems too
Santa Clara County owns air fields in Palo
Alto, the new one in San Martin and ReidHillview Airport in southeast San lose. And, of
course, it has flight safety problems comparable
to many other urban areas.
Tuttle described some of the Santa Clara
County problems the committee plans to look into. "The city or the county has jurisdiction over
the land around the airport and some of it is
privately owned," he said. "When they expand
the airport 1San Jose Municipal) they’re either
going toward the Bay or the city. In either case
questions are raised about what kind of planning you’re going to permit. Are you going to
permit a shopping center or require, say, a golf
course at the end of the runway, so that there’s
very low density in terms of people?"
The Santa Clara County Airport Land Use
Commission decides if a particular type of uses
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suitable tor the land around airports. it deals
with problems of pollution and safety, says Dick
Miller. Commission staff member. Miller described how the Commission regards a potentially hazardous situation around an airport.
saying, "It a use were located auto be a danger to
planes or people as in the Farrell’s Restaurant at
Sacramento’s Executive Airport, we would try
to act on it since that’s the kind of situation the
Airport Land Use Commission is charged to
prevent."
Santa Clara County has had an end-of-runway
incident of its own. Last summer a student pilot
was coming in for a landing at Reid-Hillview
Airport. He apparently decided he needed to lose
altitude, so made a complete circle over East ridge shopping center, and started to land. He
never quite made it. His wheels tipped the roof of
Macy’s department store at Eastridge, sending
the plane onto its back like the bettle you used to
turn over witha stick when you were a kid.
Miller compared the location of Eastridge and
the location of the shopping center at the end of
Executive Airport when he said about ReidHillview, -they don’t have jets, so it’s a little bit
better situation. It JEastridgel probably
shouldn’t have been put that close. It certainly is
a questionable location for that type of land use.
lilt were situated a little farther back, it would
have been better."
There is disagreement to Miller’s opinion.
however.
"Macy’s building exceeds Federal Aviation
Administration standards. It’s well below the
clear zone and obstruction lighted. A student
pilot was involved and probably an error in
judgement caused the accident." said ReidHillview Manager Ed Thurmond. He added,
"IThe mishap) is typical of general aviation accidents because it’s more of an incident than a
true accident. The pilot sustained only minor injuries and walked away from it."
Accidents do happen
Furthermore, Thurmond maintained no
changes are planned for Reid -Hill view, despite
the near-miss at Macy’s. "there’s really nothing
we could do to change our outlook or operation,"
he said. "We own the clear zone at both ends and
buildings comply with federal standards. It’s
like a car going out of control on the freeway, and
the driver making an error in judgement. You
don’t consider closing the freeway if it’s
designed to standards and there’s no hazard
t here. Despite Thurmond’s confidence. the Land Use
Commission’s Miller said the Commission didn’t
exist when Eastridge was built and expressed
doubt that the commission would approve such
d development if it were proposed to them now.
He said, "I would suspect that the plan as
proposed would not now be acceptable, although
I don’t know what they would do.

by Lisa McKaney
First of a series
To understand what racism is, line has to
understand what makes a person or a 811/111) 1/1
people racist.
A racist’s minor psychological problem is
believed tube repressed hostility, whether stemming from personal or social stress and also
feelings of inferiority.
These beliefs may be more clearly identified
by the tulluwing passage from "Individual in
Society." by David Krech:
"Prejudice may serve the functions of justifying pat hological hostilit y, rationalizing
culturally unacceptable wants and behavior in
the service of culturally acceptable aspirations,
managing repressed wants, enhancing feelings
of self -regard, protecting the sell against threats
to sell -esteem. helping a person to become

Dr. Bruce Ogilvie
wealthy, providing a ’reasonable’ explanation of
why one remains poor."
Racist
"A racist may have feelings of inferiority
which are the same as a feeling of inadequacy: he
may envy others and be resentful because he’s
not appreciated," said Dr. Richard Kilby,
pshycology instructor at San lose Slate
University.
Kilby believes racism is a learning process a
child picks up from his parents. A child learns to
imitate his parents feelings because he believes
his parents are right.
However, it can also be assumed that racism is
a socially acceptable norm passing on from
one generation to another. Children grow to
believe members of a race other than their own
are dillerent and interior. Kilby believes.
Why people are so ready to believe one race as
superior or interior to another is not easy to
understand.
"It could be based partially on the fact that one
could always find something to confirm their
beliefs. It could be through an unplesant encounter with someone of another race, or by
listening to stories that will only strengthen
their own convictions." said Dr. Kilby.
An authoritarian personality study was made
in the late 19405 which gathered together
various admittedly racially prejudiced people
for testing and found some similarities in their
family backgrounds and personalities.

Council funds bike lot

Winter Carnival tickets for the Jan. 21-26 ski
trip at Squaw Valley are available at the Student
Affairs Business Office in the Student Union and
i he carnival booth on campus.
the package deal for $65 includes five nights of
lodging, five lift tickets, five breakfasts, five
dinners and three persons too room. For $70. the
arrangement is the same but pays for twopersons
per room.
A $2 ticket may be bought by students, faculty
(Ind staff. This ticket gives discounts and free admission to events in Olympic Village.
A $3 ticket is available to friends and family of
Winter Carnival skiers.
For those skiers who need transportation, a $10
purchased when
round -trio hits tick’’,

Richard Martinez
signing up for the Winter Carnival.
The deadline for signing up for the ski trill
scheduled for the semester break is fan. 17.
Activities for the week will include skiing at
Alpine Meadows for $6 with a W.C. card, free
beginners lesson, races, ice skating, wine and
cheese lunches. dances and a snow sculpturr
contest.
For everyone staying in the Olympic Village
meals will be served in the cafeteria. Everyone not
staying at Olympic Village are responsible for
their own meals.
A week of snow bunnies, bright ski clothes anti
sore ankles should provide good memories to
students while they stand in line to register for
next semester

Expressing their support of the Seventh Street
bike lot, A.S. Councilmen last night took $1,038
from their own work study account to insure the
lot’s operation next semester.
Conducting their last regularly scheduled
meeting of the semester, councilmen also threw
their support behind a redistricting plan for the
city of San lose and an anti -war rally to be held
later this month in San Francisco,
A.S. Vice Pres. Rudi Leonardi, initiator of the
bike lot, received the bike lot underwrite, which
he said would represent half the total amount
necessary to maintain the lot.
The remainder of the money will come from
registration sales, which were set at $2 per rider
this semester.
Some 132 students registered this semester,
according to Leonardi, who said he anticipates
a higher figure next semester with sunnier
weather.
Councilman Tony Gonzales. who made the
motion for release of the funds, cited a substantial decrease in reported bicycle thefts in lending
his support to the lot.
Bike thefts numbered 35 in October, but
dropped to eight in November and three in
December.
Leonardi expressed hopes that a permanent
structure could be built next school year to
enlace the current roped-off boundaries, adding

that a campus fraternity offered to provide such
services.
Earlier in the meeting, council listened to
students Dan Brown and Mary Morales explain
a proposed amendment to the San Jose city
charter which would change the election process
of city councilmen.
Brown, speaking for the Citizens Committee
for Councilmanic Redistricting, said the
amendment would create 12 city council districts, one councilman to be elected from each
district.
Brown, explaining the districts were created
to coincide as closely as possible with similar
socio-economic groups, said the San lose State
University area would be part of District 11. the
Central City portion.
Under the proposal, which needs roughly
20,000 signatures to go on the April city ballot. a
councilman would represent approximately
37,000 constituents.
At present, seven councilmen are elected on a
an at -large basis.
Council endorsed the amendment and did
likewise to an anti -war rally to be held in San
Francisco on President Nixon’s Inauguration
Day, Jan. 20.
Councilman Snyder Sanchez added that a
similar rally will be held the same day in San
lose.

Many long-time marriages breaking up now

Attorney views divorce, dissolution
by Debbie Teresi and David Morehead
Second of three parts
More and more Calitornia couples who have
been married for a long time are getting
divorced.
’this statement was voiced by San Jose attorney Norman A. Stoner in a recent luncheon
interview.
Stoner, who handles divorce cases as part of
his general practice, indicated that the new trend
for long-time married couples to seek divorce is
partly due to the new California divorce law
(Family Law Actl which went into effect in
January 1970.
Under the new law, a man does not have as
much to lose as he used to when there was a
divorce. Community porperty is now divided up
evenly and alimony is more difficult for a
woman to obtain.
Therefore. men who might have previously
shied away from divorce belore the new law was
passed are actively seeking divorces now.
Stoner pointed out that more couples are
seeking divorces because the public believes it is
easier to get a divorce now. Supposedly, under
Rh’

the old law, couples had to prove "fault" on one
of seven grounds, but, hesaid, "In reality, judges
were giving divorces for irreconciliable
differences all along." And he added that the
practices of judges doing this in effect led lathe
passage of the new divorce law.
Agreeing with Stoner that the public believes
it is easier to get a divorce now is Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge Homer E.
Thompson. judge Thompson has handled
divorce cases for 20 years and stated that the
new divorce law "has increased the number of
divorces."
He suggested that education in intrapersonal
relationships, started early. would be helpful in
keeping couples together.
Commenting on some of the factors which
cause breakups of marriages, judge Thompson
said, "Pressures of modern living area factor in
the dissolution rate." He also suggested that the
"removal at women from the wile’s role has put a
strain on marriages."
Although he said some of the changes in the
new law are excellent. fudge Thompson pointed

out there are also some shortcomings which include the equal division laws. He termed these
"unfair" and said they work against both men
and women at times.
lathe opinion of Judge Thompson, the new law
is unfair towards women "in the case of older
marriages where women are unprepared" to go
out into the working world to support
themselves and their children.
On the other hand, according to Santa Clara
County Superior Court judge Homer Barnett,
easy divorce is not the main factor causing the
rising divorce rate in California. He says ’’easy
marriage is the problem."
Judge Barnett, who has handled divorce cases
as a judge for the past 12 years, commented: "I
often wonder why people rush to get married
again when they had iiuch unhappy past
relationships."
He said, "We allow almost anyone to get
married" and "it we allow easy marriage, we
should allow easy divorce."
According to judge Barnet t, "All the problems
that arise in a marriage are related to money." He
blamed the failure of marriages on economic

pressures affecting couples. and on a general
"lack of sharing."
He also pointed up the permissiveness ol 011
society as another factor causing the breakdown
of marriages.
Judge Barnett stated that "we should be
tougher" on the responsibility ol divorced
parents to support their children.
Explaining that he is in favor ()I the new
California divorce law, Judge Barnett said.
"Evaluation of community property is the
biggest problem under the new law."
The reason tor this, he explained. is that there
is often a question of what constitutes the community property.
"I don’t believe the people for which a
marriage is no longer working should have ill
make up charges against each other" in order to
obtain a divorce, he said, explaining why he
likes the new law.
Judge Barnet l’s advice to women is that they
"shouldn’t marry expecting annuity" the rest of
their lives.
Tomorrow: Divorce laws and women.

Ii was iuuuid I ildi these people could not
recognize their own feelings. but they could see
feelings quite clearly in others. These feelings
include tear, weakness, sex and aggression.
They also hold conventional values and rules,
dud claim they itift along well with their parents.
However, when their family backgrounds
were studied it was found the study group’s
parents were often harsh and threatening.
It was determined that, as children, these
people repressed their actual feelings of hostility
induced by fear of punishment. The parents of
these people rationed their love of conditions of
the child’s behavior.
II was also discovered the parents were very
concerned about family status and the family
was run on a hierarchial basis with the lather
as the head figure.
Seek targets
"Those who exercise powerf ul social influence
because of their high intensity and the saliency
of their attitudes often seek out targets against
which to aggress. They create ’incidents’
because such acts of racial aggression which endanger society gives the pathological hater a
’license’ to remain at large in a society which
supports racial prejudice."
This excerpt from "Individual in Society" confirms Dr. Kilby’s belief in how Hitler used
racism deliberately for his own ends. The Nazi
leader was a skillful manipulator of people and
any opposition that arose was quickly suppressed. This also holds true for the Ku Klux
Klan. They were allowed to exist because they
were a socially powerful group that convinced
many white people that Blacks were interior and
therefore not allowed high social standing.
"A racist maintains a sense of superiority
which could be attributed to a feeling of personal
threat one who is not sure of their own identity," Dr. Kilby staled.
"The more threatened you areal your identity.
the more you resent others lot a particular race)
such as the working class feeling threatened by
minority groups for fear that their jobs will be
taken by minorities. However, these threats and
anxiety feelings often aren’t real." he added.
Prejudice ass delusion is a feeling also held by
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie. psychology instructor at
SISU.
Natural leer
"Prejudice is a natural human fear which
remedied when one
readily
could be
understands the basis of his fears," Dr. Ogilvie
said.
"A racist stereotypes other groups to protect
himself. Pretudice is usually based on some form
of inadequacy which becomes acceptable .
through sophisticated rationalization." he
added.
Like Dr. Kilby, Dr. Ogilvie believes lack of distribution of material wealth will always leave
some people inferior to others. ’the racist
counteracts his prejudice by repressing it and
exaggerating what he doesn’t really feel.
-Economic dependence is survival
manipulated against you. You become
vulnerable and passively accept the attitudes of
others." Dr. Ogilvie said.
Lynching
He staled that when the price of cotton went
down in the South. lynching went up.
"The one who advocates the lynching is
usually an inadequate person displacing his hostility on other people or groups - usually those
who are defenseless," Dr. Ogilvie added.
Other examples similar to the lynching could
be a southern politician who prevents Blacks
from voting Dor tear that Dieir voles will go
monist him): or the farmer who. in order to increase the profitability of his farm, cheats the
Mexican laborer land justifies this by saying the
Mexican will only use the money to get drunk.)
Dr. Ogilvie also belieires racism is a delusion
that does not have to exist, but it is a barrier difficult to penetrate because no amount of
evidence can alter it. Relearning of one’s attitudes is a way one can over come racism, Dr.
Ogilvie believes, and encounter-therapy groups
can be effective.
Dr. Kilby suggests education as a remedy for
prejudice. "There is more prejudice among the
less educated. For it one were educated, he’d be
better able to evaluate rumors and the beliefs of
others," he stated.
Dr. Ogilvie believes racial prejudice is
psychodynamically a delusion -an international
psychosis in which there are no such things as
stereotypes.
Ignorance, frustration
"It must be ignorance and frustration - what
other reason is there to account tor people being
8(1 ready to believe negative assumptions?" Dr.
Kilby concluded.
Dr. Bernatieue Allen, assistant professor in
tutorials, believed racism is a learned behavior
pattern, and that the problem can begin to be
solved by unlearning prejudice.
"Prejudice is learned in school, church,
neighborhoods. playgrounds and by parents.
Color of the skin is not important, but prejudice
arises from the social aspects that are associated
with color. A minority group inherits certain
characteristics - they are not born with them."
Dr. Allen said.
She believes the only way to erase prejudice is
In teach children in school that differences are
not inferior - contrary to an American belief
stemming from isolationism and a history of
always believing to be best.
"We should leach children corly that
differences are good - that we min learn local all
kinds of food, or dress in all kinds ol styles.
because we are all human beings belonging to
the same human race. But that’s not so easy
because leachers are prejudiced." she mused.

EOP heads
quake drive
lose Slate liniversa s Lim
c I’. Is
sponsoring a drive for the victims of the
Managua. Nicaragua earthquake.
According to counselor Guillermo Suarez.
head ol the drive. donal ions of food, clothing and
money will be accepted at the E.O.P. office.
Building S, 177 S. lath St. until next Wednesday.
Once they are turned in. Suarez and the rest of
the volunteer workers will take the goods and
money to San Francisco to be distributed in
Managua,
Anyone seeking further information may call
the Chicano E.O.P. office at 277-2151.
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The only security of all is in a free press

Eileen Culla

No government ought to be without censors,

George Rede

and where the press is free

Mark Simon

no one ever will
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Letter to the Editor

Campus heads don’t care ?
Editor:
It appears that once again the
university administration is ignoring
the campus community. This
negligence was. illustrated at a community workshop on Dec. 9 that was
held to create a Campus Community
Plan. Of the 40 to 50 participants in the
task forces on housing, transportation,
open space, community facilities, land
use and economic development, there
was no representation from the
university administration.
There was representation by the San
Jose City Council, the city’s
Intergovernmental Affairs Office, City
Planning, City Public Works, City
Recreation Department, university
faculty, students, Model Cities,
various church groups, board & care
home residents, as well as Associated
Student government and the Alumni
Association.

Open Lett er

Ed i t oria I Board

Key administration knew about this
meeting and were invited. Yet why did
they stay away? This raises certain
questions about the administration’s
priority system. They are using tunrel
vision in viewing the community.
The administration doesn’t realize
that their jobs entail looking sideways
at the students and the community as
well as up to the chancellor. It appears
that the city cares more about this
campus than the administration.
Future meetings will be announced
and held. When they occur, I hope to
find more than a "thanks - for -the - invitation - smile - but - we’re - busy" attitude. We are all looking for the
"sounds - good - I’ll - be - there" attitude backed up by actually being
there.

Peasants victimized in King’s Kingdom
Editor’s NMI’: the following is an open letter to A.S. Pres. Dennis King
Hi Dennis!
It’s me again, trying to keep you
posted on what is happening in your
Kingdom.
It is well known among your subjects that the monarch does not know
his people, and that you at times
sometimes have the great notion that
you are president of this great and
world renowned university.
I have attended San lose State for
quite some time, and would like to
know more of you and your activities.
It appears to this lowly peasant that
little has been done in many areas
surrounding the academic community
of which you are suppose to serve.
Much is being done. However,! have
yet to see you involved in the inner
workings of the student movement.
What a pity.
If it is not to much to ask of you Mr.

President: What the hell are you doing?
Also as a fellow teacher I am very
interested in your welfare and well
being.
Many young, extremely talented
graduates and students alike now find
themselves unemployed, with no
resources available to them, financial,
social, legal or otherwise.
Legal assistance to students and
graduates is not unusual for a
university of this size. Where do you
stand anti what have you done in this
area’?
What of students that have worked
for years in this university to obtain a
degree, credential, and who have
written reams of material for their
professors’ books and other moneymaking operations?
What of the students who are forced
to purchase books which their prof has

Jay Marder
Associated Student Planning Director

Term paper hassles again
Editor
As I reflect back on my past four and
a half years of college and all of the
courses taken and classes attended, I
wonder just how many of these will be
of value later on.
Yes, there are courses and text books
that I will definitely put to later use.
But what about all at the term papers
my professors so generously assigned
to me?
Have I really gained that much by
writing lengthy papers on such
stimulating subjects as "The Origin of
Spanish Levant Art" and "Early
Childhood Bereavement and Later
Adult Depression?"
I admit I am an anthropology major
and a home economics minor, but were
these papers necessary?

In my lour and a hall years of higher
education I have written twenty-five
lengthy term papers! Very few of these
actually contributed to what I would
consider worthwhile and useable
knowledge. They were just a lot of
hard work.
I’ve again come back from another
vacation (?) of writing papers. just
how many of these twenty-five were
really necessary? I should think that
the professors and the teaching assistants would also be tired of correcting so many every semester.
Off hand, the only use I’ve considered for my many tantalizing topics
is renting them out to needy students.
limmm, if I’m broke enough
Sue Barclay

Turned on by Indian music
Editor:
I enjoyed reading the article about
George Cleve in the Dec. 13 Spartan
Daily, and I fully agree that a man’s
appearance has nothing to do with his
musical ability, but I feel a need to
enlighten the public regarding one
point of that article.
Cleve stated, "Jazz is the only form of
music in which the old tradition of
18th Century improvision is being
kept alive."
I am very much into north Indian
classical music and I am a table
student. I would like to point out that
North Indian classical music, which
dates back over 1,000 years in ancient
India, has always utilized improvision, or spontaneous corn -

position as the prelude to a raga. It is
not in fixed time and differs depending
on the main scale of the raga and the
musician’s mood.
Although Indian music is very an
cient, it is as fresh as tomorrow. I have
found personal stasfaction and a point
of tranquility and harmony with life in
Indian music.
In a world as gross and "advanced"
as we are in now, I feel more people
could benefit by getting into
something beautiful and getting out of
hatred and materialsm.
If anyone is interested, there is a
school of Indian music, the Ali Akbor
Khan College of Music, in Fairfax.
Patrick R. Smith

iiimusemisegmm.
Congress returns to Washington

THE OTHER SIDE

In Merritt Clifton
Those of us who rent and/or who
have followed Bill Paterson’s excellent
series on renting problems in recent
Spartan Dailies, know well what it’s
like to be slum dwellers: but how’s life
for the slum landlord?
Tenants, especially students, who
rent mainly from corporations, commonly picture slumlords leading lives
of ease, raking in high cash returns
from minimal investments, but for the
non -corporate
landlord,
the
independent property owner, this is

by John Van Gundy

1972."

Other tidbits revealed by the no
name IRS man. were:
You can claim the amounts you gave
to politicians during the election year
as creditthat is, a dollar for dollar
offset against your tax in an amount
that equals a credit for half of your
contribution. There is a maximum
credit of $12.50 on separate return and
$25 on joint return.
Adding typical federalese to the
report, my informant said, "Or you can
faked deduction for contribution up to
a limit of $50 on separate return and
$100 on a joint return.
Continuing, my informant said a
low -bracket taxpayer, or one not

itemizing his deductions, will
generally find it to his advantage to
take the credit for political contributions.
My fountain of knowledge mentioned IRS is attempting to remind
U.S. taxpayers the deduction for
personal and dependency exemptions
in 1972 jumped to $750, from $675 in
1971.
Bemoaning the fact that working for
the IRS now wasn’t like it was in the
years past, he asked, "Do you know,
the IRS has one into the business of
predicting what the taxpayers will
take in the way of 1972 deductions?
"To double check their computers,
IRS hired this warlock and his old
woman to look into the crystal ball to
back up the data which came out of the
computera 15th generation computer no less," he commented.
It appears the IRS and the crystal
ball gazers came up with the same
answer: more taxpayers will be taking
the standard deduction in 1972, more
than ever before.
In 1972, according to the computer
and ball gazers, the standard deduc-

................................

Landlords really don’t have it that good

Tax time USA: there’s a simpler system
Do you know the Internal Revenue
Service has a new Form 1040 for your
benefit when you file your 1972 taxes’?
In talking with a member of the IRS,
"No, don’t use my name," he requested,
it was revealed that while the new
1040 isn’t attractive, it’s a model of
simplicity.
My informant mentioned, "Taxpayers can look for a new break in
political contributions, made during

MiStos"rteoLis 112keiLINE

written or gets kick backs for assigning them in his classes? After
graduation, are these people cast unto
the unemployment lines only to have
their benefits denied to them?
Sent to the Department of Human
Resources Development where they
are forced to do slave labor in halfway
houses, county hospitals and state employment where no benefits are
granted.
To top it off, students are subjected
to consistent invasion of privacy by
the college in the name of research,
sociological, psychological and
cultural.
They fill out scores of forms and IBM
cards only to have them programmed
and plugged into big brother.
If this does not add insult to injury,
they are graded upon their "accomplishments." And, the research
that is being done and aided by
students through the filling out of
forms is given to research groups not
connected with this university.
The monies coming into this city
from model cities, the redevelopment
agency, the federal government, the
state government and private philantrophic organizations is astounding.
The city hires outside groups to do
research as does the college, while the
students do the work and the "professionals" get the pay. They are professionals that connot even find their way
to San Jose much less to Sal Si Puedis,
which does not really want them
anyway.
This, your majesty, along with
student teaching, is exploitation.
After graduation students find
themselves totally immersed in debt
due to the Federal Loan Program. Of
course there are those that have come
from Los Altos or similar environments where Papa knows lots of
people to help sonny boy out.
Yes, King, the Office of the president
was handed to you on a silver platter
with no opposition. Have you ever
bothered to ask yourself why?
Obviously, you are a newcomer to
this whole scene, and I doubt very
seriously that you know what is going
on or ever will in regards to politics
and movements within this community.
You may at times think You have a
plan, but let me make this perfectly
clear; you do not! Just as the office was
handed to you, the legislation you sign
is handed to you for your rubber
stamp.
I and many others are concerned for
your welfare.
Steve Matulich.

tion will be 15 per cent of the adjusted
gross income, with a ceiling of $2,000
up from 13 per cent and $1,500 in 1972.
"If any of the readers of your paper
sustained losses from disastrous
storms during 1972, the new -modified simplified Form 1040 reminds the
taxpayers they first must reduce their
deductions if there has been any insurance recovery," my informant
added.
The IRS warns there’s a further
limitation which many taxpayers have
been overlooking: A deduction is
allowed only to the extent each
casualty exceeds $100.
"Don’t give up hope," my informant
said, "for on the plus side, a new
casualty or theft lassies) section on
Schedule A will simplify the computation of your loss,"
Now if I enter $100 on this line: but if
more than one loss, multiplythen
add lines 27 and 28. But remember the
excess of line 26 over line 29. Enter
here and line 36 below
Where’s the nearest bar’?

seldom the case.
Take, for example, hall a day in a
slumlord relative’s lifethe morning
and early afternoon of last Sept. 1not
a typical half-day by any means, but
one nevertheless accurately depicting
the flip side of the rental coin:
7:45 a.m. the telephone rings. It’s the
new manager of his 30-unit studio
complex, threatening to quit after only
three weeks on the job. It seems
several residents have just received
their welfare checks, which means a
three-day orgy if the manager can’t get
the rent before they hit the bars; a oneday orgy if he does. This time the
manager blew it. Consequently three
tenantsa tiny minority, but noisy
enough to upset all the rest, are on
the rampage. My relative must call me
for a hand to straighten matters
outthe police have been called twice,
but refuse to intervene, claiming "it’s a
civil matter."
8:30 a.m. We arrive on the scene. A
committee of neighbors greets us, complaining about the uproar, refusing to
believe that eviction proceedings on
the troublemakers can be stretched out
over two whole months. Unfortunately, they have beenand the
troublemakers, as welfare recipients,
receive free legal aid, while the
landlord has to pay for his.
Inside, a revved -up stereo is literally
ear-shattering to all save the welloiled owner, who flatly denies that it’s
audible outside his rooms, and
promises mayhem if the machine is
forcibly turned off. My relative
forcibly turns it off anywaycalling
the police again does no good, and the
racket must be stopped, one way or
another. No violence transpires
immediately, but we see it
smouldering within liquored skulls.
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Routine
maintenance worksome guy moved
out at midnight about two days ago to
avoid giving notice and catching up on
back rent. His apartment resembles

Attila the Hun’s wake: garbage strewn
everywhere, walls and ceiling
perforated by tack holes, surfaces
thick with goo, Murphy bed dismantled, and a fat turd resting in the
bathroom sink. We do have his deposit,
but it doesn’t cover half the damage.
Two other apartments are due for
repainting, and then too there are
minor repairs all over the house.
1:30 p.m. The drunken parties, out
drinking for maybe the last three
hours, return and quarrel over a dope
deal. One, a Black man, tries kicking in
the door where the other pair, both
Whites, live, brandishing a homemade
knife. My relative attempts to stop
him, but the Whites are aroused,
charging out fists up, the second
swinging a table leg. Luckily, the
manager and I reach the action in time
to prevent bloodshed, though the club
misses my ear by an inch at one point.
Called a fourth time, the police
finally respond, arresting the knifewielder for disorderly conduct. That
nearly starts a riot in the lobby.
So it goes. The slumlord does his
best to provide adequate shelter, peace
and quiet, and security. In exchange he
makes only a moderately good living,
taking more crap for doing so than you
or I would from anyone under any
circumstances. Think about it before
you cuss him.
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of trying civilians before
Military tribunals, with attendant Military counsel for the
prosecution and defense: (21
the acceptance of evidence of
confessions of guilt which the
defendants themselves have
already repudiated in court on
the grounds that they were
made after torture: (3) the
practice
of
holding
proceedings in camera.
Reports of various attorneys, sent to Iran by groups
such as the National Lawyers’
Guild to observe trials, exemplify the concerns of Amnesty
International. Upon his return
from Iran to gather information on the trial of 37
political prisoners, San lose
Attorney lohn Thorne (sent by
the National Lawyers’ Guild)
described Iran as "...a police
state that does not have the
slightest respect for the most
basic human rights."
The irony is that Iran voted
in favor of the initial adoption
of the United Nation’s

Universal
Declaration
of
Human Rights in 1948. Among
the provisions are the requirement that everyone is entitled to a fair and public
hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal Article 10).
which Iran ignores by trying
defendants before a Military
Court; and the requirement
that everyone charged with a
penal ollense has the right to
be presumed innocent until
proven guilty according to law
in a public trial ’Article 111.11
is significant to note that the
Shah himself has recently
spoken in support of the
Declaration, describing it as
-the new moral code of the
world." It is clear that a
dramatic dichotomy exists
between the words and deeds
of the Iranian government.
During "IRAN WEEK" Feb.
20 through Feb. 24, many issues relating to the culture and
living conditions of the people
of Iran will be presented by the
Iranian Students Association.

Center opens career door
unskilled high school dropout.
The young Chicano finally
found work as a road
construction signal man, but
was soon laid off when funds
were low. It almost seemed as
if job scarcity and an incomplete education would
linally beat that student who
once ret used to be humiliated.
Then Ernie heard about the
SER Residential Youth Center
that serves as a home, school
and recreational center for
young men his age. Here he

Creation sought
for video center
By Rob Williams
Focus on Media, 184 S. 13th
Street, is actively working in
the community to destroy the
control of the media by the
existing monied power structure.
The process of cornmunication should involve all
people, not just those who
have money and are therefore
our
by
sanctioned
government. The unpriviledged members of our
society have no voice in the
media. They are represented,
but who presents their story to
the people? It is the power
structure which through its
ingrained prejudices controls
the release of information and
therefore keeps the unpriviledged members in their
place.
EOM is currently working
with other groups in the community to secure a public
access and a leased channel on
These
television.
cable
channels would stop private
pre -censorship and permit the
people in the community to
determine what is being
broadcast on the air. These
channels can be obtained if
enough people show an
interest and are willing to
work in applying pressure in
the right places. The community has a lawful right to
these stations, but obviously
the privately owned, capitalistic-oriented stations are not
going to deliver them to the
people unless they are asked
for.
II the community does
secure these channels on cable
T.V., another problem needs to
be faced. The people need lobe
educated in how the tools of
the media operate. FOM is
giving workshops in the use of
video-tape portapaks, 16 mm.
still
and
cameras,
photography. as well as
much ingathering as
lormation as it can to show
precisely how the media can
be used to serve the needs of
the people.
We would like to see
students work together on
creating a video-center on
has apSIMI
campus.
proximately 60 one-half inch
portapaks
units and 20-30
located in the different
departments. A lot of these
machines are not being used at
all, in classes, but it is almost
impossible for an individual to
secure the use of one.
Two years ago, the video

equipment was centralized.
making it possible to know
where the equipment was at
all times. The equipment was
dispersed to the various
departments because there
was no funds to pay a staff to
take care of the equipment.
It the students allocated
money to create a student operated video center using
money from the A.S.B. funds,
this equipment could be
the
from
liberated
beauracratic red-tape. and be
released to the community
where it hi-longs.

could live and acquire his
general education Diploma.
perhaps get into some type of
vocational training program.
Soon after arriving at the
Center, Ernie dug into his
studies and reached the point
where he was prepared to start
testing for his GEL).
-After taking the tests. Ernie
admitted that they had been
difficult, in fact he was
worried that he might not have
passed.- remarks SEW
Residential Center Director,
Samuel Pena.
The
day
before
Thanksgiving. Ernie and other
students., were enjoying a
special dinner in the center
dining room. Pena got up and
made a presentation speech.
he then uncovered an award...
a GEL) diploma. To Ernie’s
surprise and relief, it was his
hard earned GEL).
Following his stay at the
Residential
Center.
Ernie
began a welding course where
he was soon hired into a
corporation for $3.25 an hour.
He was later translerred to
FMC where he earned $5.24 an
hour.
Ernie’s future begins toopen
as he currently attends San
lose City College where he is
majoring in Industrial
Studies. Ernie retused to be
beaten, and SER stood by him
in his pride and helped him
move ahead.

By Erasmo Pacheco
An important petition aimed
at giving San lose residents
control over 1 heir own
neighborhoods and more of a
voice in city government is
presently being circulated by
the Citizens Committee for
Districts
Councilmanic
(C.C.C.D.).
The committee hopes to
gather 25.000 signatures by
early February to place on the
April ballot a city charter
ammendment that calls for
dividing San lose into 12 equal
city council districts of about
37.200 people each. Residents
of each new district will
choose their city council
representative who must live
in that district.
The plan will give equal city
council representation to each
newly formed neighborhood
district and residents will
decide on any future boundary

changes in those districts.
Presently. the local form of
government in San lose consists ol seven city councilmen.
including a mayor and city
manager. With concern to the
city council. the city charter
states that the city council is to
be elected at large. To effect
change in this structure, an
amendment to the city charter
has been put forth in terms of
districting the city. Councilmen would have. to campaign and be elected in the district they live in. Furthermore
that district city council
person that gels elected would
have to represent the interests
of his people. This is one way
of insuring every community
equal representation.
The lectors involved in the
districting of San lose are
many. First there is the OneMan-One-Vote principle of
government, meaning that

each district must he as equal
as practical In terms of
population.
Districts would have to be
drawn in the future so as to
have both adequate representation Irom all interests and
have decent chance of getting
passed. Boundary lines must
also reflect traditional community boundaries and follow
social - economic - cultural
and ethnic patterns already
establisehd throughout the
city. Any future change in the
boundary lines of the districts
must be approved by the
voters.
Other advantages would include the fact that government
is moved closer to and into
the hands of the people. The
plan allows for an average or
low-income person to run,
since he or she would need less
money to campaign in his or
her district. 1Up to now, only
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By Majorie Drake
Mere will be a meeting on
the current situation in Indochina all noon tomorrow in
the Costanoan Room of the
Student Union.
Ion Austin recently returned
Irom North Vietnam and a
member of the Asia Information Group, which edits
the "War Bulletin,- will speak
and answer questions.
A mass demonstration is

being planned on Inauguration
Day, Saturday. lan. 20, in San
Francisco. There will be a
march at 10 a.m. Tom Garfield
Square to a noon rally in Mission-Dolores Park.
Alter the talk by Austin
there will be a discussion on
what we can do on campus and
how we can build the
demonstration on inaugural
day.

Sharon Zell plays folk musk

ships. We are learning how to
put our dideas into practice.
We are learning how to
organize
without
stifling
creativity.
Our needs are great. On a
material level we need
everything from scissors to
microscope to a new place to
locate our school. On an intangible level we need your
support
and
interest,
expertise.
If you are interested in
visiting Life School, or in contributing in anyway to its
success please call: Ann
Mattson al 285-0985 or 2983695.

Sharon
Zell, one-time
lolksinger for the Student
Union’s loint Effort Coffee
House, will perform at a coffee
house sponsored by the Hillel
Foundation,
the
[awash
students organization.
Miss Zell is due to perform
at the lewish Student’s Center,
441 S. 10th St. this Saturday
night at 11:30..
According to her manager.
Miss Debra Samuels, Miss
Zell will perform "a variety of
American,
Israeli
and
international folk songs as
well as original ’compositions."
Admission tor the event is
$1 tor non-members and 75
cents for Hillel members.
According to Dr. Robert

better chance of getting
nominated and elected. ol
campaigning with less money
and of truly representing and
looking alter their cummunil y’s
problems
and
interests. Government would
then come back into the hands
of the people.
Help is needed in the
circulatioo of petitions for the
next six weeks. We need to obtain 25,000 signatures, a task
which requires for many
people to be out in the streets.
If you want to help collect
signatures, you can get in
touch with sor.:e one from the
Committee by calling 2519109 or by picking uppelitions
at 2174 Alum Rock. San lose.
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.
Help is also needed tor
leafleting.
contacting.
speaking, and other lobs to get
this initiative on the April
ballot.

the wealthy from a general
area of town have been
elected. They have been the
ones that have been able to afford the launching of a citywide campaign.) Districting
would
call
for
the
specialization of individual
council person expertise, this
changing the present pattern
to that of reponsible district
city council people representing the interests ol the people
respective
their
in
neighborhoods.
Finally, minority people in
San lose, working class and
poor people would have better
chances at getting representation. These are people and
representatives of entire communities that
have been
widely onrepresented and
neglected under the present al large system ol city
government.
Under districting. they would have

School named after worker
EmilyGonzales argu. Oilcan&

Meeting tomorrow on Vietnam

Folksinger to entertain

Life school
By Sue Okano
Lite school was founded as a
response to the realization
that public school is a failure
not only for the poor minority
groups, but for all children
regardless of socio-economic
or ethnic background.
Had our education system
given our middle class white
people compassion, a sense of
oneness with their lellow men
and a telling of responsibility
for their welfare. we would
long ago have done something
about the problems that now
give us a crisis for which we
have no easy solution.
The fact is. faced with the
society we now have. our total
education system from first
through graduate
grade
school, is obsolete.
Our response has been to encourage a learning situation in
which the child, not the
schedule, is important. It is a
situation which involves the
child, not only with other
children. but also with the
community at large.
In order to develop compassion and a sense of asocial
responsibility we are trying to
gel our school house and begin
to bring people together
around critical human needs.
We must give children and
their parents a chance to work
with people of other races and
economic positions. We must
offer the chance to act with
others and give of themselves
in the improvement of life for
others.
We are struggling through
our lirst year. We are learning
how
to reconcile our
philosophy with the realities
of inter -personal relation-

J

New city council districts?

’Wouldn’t be beat’
By Lori Escobar
Ernie Ruiz arrived at SER
Residential Youth Center with
not much more than his human
pride. Ernie’s troubles started
with a typical high school
prank. The teacher offered him
a choice, accept public
thrashing as punishment or be
expelled. Ernie refused to be
beaten.
Ernie lett Texas to seek a job
in Galilornia but soon found
how hard it is to get work,
especially br a young
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Need 25,000 signatures

Political deaths
cause concern

By Reza Azad
In the seven month period
from lanuary to luly 1972. 48
perons were executed for
political crimes committed
against
the
Iranian
government.
Amnestey International, an
independent non-governmental organization which has
consultative status with the
11nited Nations and the Council ol Europe, and which
endeavors to ensure the right
or everyone to hold and
express his beliefs, has voiced
grave concern over the
executions in Iran. In a press
statement released on August
H.
1972
Amnesty
International
expressed:
"reports of observers to trials
in Iran suggest that the defendants have been denied certain
rights which are normally
regarded as lundamental to
the rule of law."
In particular Amnesty
International
pointed
out
deficiencies in: (1) the practice
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Levinson, Hillel counselor,
food, wine and coffee will be
offered. He said more information can be obtained by
calling the lewish Students
Center at 293-4185

(Alegi La itaza en Aztlan is
attempting to develop a
Chicano
demonstration
bilingual and bicultural
private school.
The junior High-grades 7-8
would be named after Lydia
Martinez, and the Primary
school -grades K-I3 would be
named abler Emily Gonzales.
Emily lean Gonzales was
born on luly 10, 1945, in
Covina, California. and died
November 10. 1971 in San
Jose. Calif. During her lit clime.
Millie accomplished a dream
that is cherished by most
people, a dream that consists
of working with little children
of own race. Millie was a true
Chicane because a Chicano is
self-made. Millie accomplished
her
lifetimr
dream.
’Millie was a very strong
and determined Chicane." said
her brother Steve. She came to
San lose State two years
before there was a Chicano
EOP and became the first
secretary for the program
when it started. She graduated
from State with an elementary
school teaching credential and
started working at Gardner
Elementary School. The
significant thing about this is
that even though Gardner has
been in existence since the late
1800s there had been no
teachers of Mexican decent
until Millie and Alice Castro,
another dedicated Chicane
arrived there in 1969. Ninetyeight per cent of the students
now attending Gardner are
Chicanitos.
"I used to go to her class to
watch her teach," comments
Steve. "Her students loved her
very much and missed her a lot
when she died. They all improved over the school year.
She would bring children that
could read very little up to
their level and even beyond.
She would speak Spanish hi
the children that could run
speak English. She would not

punish pupils lot having an
accent which is frequently
done in this country. Millie
knew that American formal
education could be a vicious
and degrading weapon. That is
why she taught her class
bilingually; she was for her
people and she wanted to help
them learn academically as
well as keeping pride in
themselves."
She was very interested in
the community. She would
spend hours after school going
to see parents at their homes if

they could not make it to the
They
for some
also loved her for her ability to
spcak to them in their native
language.
Note: in the near future, the
Chicano Airways Program
Committee (Ch. 11) will be
doing a special on Miss
Gonzales. It will also he
shown in Soul heurn California
,
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A PLACE
TO COME FOR
WHATEVER
YOU SMOKE

Income
services

a

Starting February 19. 1973.
there will be tree income
services offered by the
Mexican American Community Services Agency. Inc.
for low-income peoples.
Interested persons may call
923-6030 to schedule an appointment to have your Income Tax prepared.

567 E.

SANTA CLARA ST

408 284-0588

FLY WHO?
Us

Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union
287 2070

WATER BED

Rent ISCOMO-C.4110.
Students Weekend Special
New small car with automatic
Anytime Friday until same
time Monday $10 plus
104 per mile
For reservations
249-1525

COMPLETE WATER BED
Mattress, pad, liner, stained walnut trame. King or
Queen size only $35.00. Solaris heater UL tested
$18.50

We feature Fords & other fine cars
For National PeservatIon call,

800.874.5000
NATINAt

A Service of Westinghouse

YIN YANG WATER BED CO.
400 Park Ave.
Downtown San Jose
286-1263

2265 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Between Bascom & Hiway 17
998-3000

24 E

Campbell Ave.
Campbell
378-1040
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News Review

New look administrators:

Role change accented

bs Cathy I allv n
Compiled from the Associated Press

Demos endorse Mansfield plan
WASHINGTON lAPISenile Ur11101.rdib unaninmusly en.
chased niapint y leader Sen. Mike Mansfield’s I D-Montana I call
tor an immediate end to U.S. involvement in Indochina while
Republicans gave split -decision support to Pres. Nixon’s peace
ellorts yesterday during the opening of the Democratically -controlled 93rd Congress.
As the Democrats acted. the White House cautioned that
moves to cut oft 1, ietnain tsar funds coalif prolong peace
negotiations

Southern University reopens
BATON ROLGE. l.,i sow liii ii I nil ii ’III leopened
vesteiday tor the tirsi time since Nal It, when two students
were shot to death during d 1.onlrontdtion with Iris enforcement
officers.
there were BO incidents as students went to their morning
classes alter sei anti; guards chei ked their identitv cards at campus entrances
I here was no indication Ill boss many il the 8.700 students
were there

Less than half youths voted
N ASHINGTONLess than halt il Oa’ 11 011111110 newly enrichised IN to 20-year -olds voted in the 972 presidential elect ion. the Census Bureau said yesterday.
1 he bureau reported that 5.3 milliun youths between !Nand 20
voted last November. which is 48.3 per cent of those in that age
categort, who were eligible
vote or the lirst time not

Discrimination is documented?
BERKELEN
,
.
..,ented a
ffillaill ItILUIEN 11111111AT of the
case of alSCIA11111,11.1011 against
University of California. the League ot Academic Women
charged yesterday.
I he report concluded Dr. Ann Prah-Perochon. a French
department lett titer until 1969. was paid only half the salary of a
mate lecturer although she was qualified and later was wrongly
denied tenure.
A university spokesman declined to comment until he has conducted an investigation.

Farr appeal to Justice Douglas
WASHINGTONAn attorney or William Fair. U ailed Los
Angeles newsman, appealed yesterday to Supreme Court justice
110
111/11alat, to release Farr from tail pending an appeal of
his as,. to the Ninth 1 S Circuit Court ti Appeals.

Defense rests in Corona trial
FAIRFIELD. 1..1111.The defense rested yesterday in the luan
Corium mass murder trial in a surprise move without making a
birmal rebuttal to prosecution testimony and evidence presented
lor the past 13 weeks.
Defense attorney Richard Hawk rested his case shortly after
fudge Richard F.. Patton denied Hawk’s motion tor a direct
verdict ol Hymnal which would have ended the case without
closing arguments or fury deliberation.
The case will now go to a 10 -man. 2 -woman Solano County
Superior Court iury at
closing statements by Hawk and Sutter
County Dist. Atty. G. David ’Ida. The judge estimated it would
take about three days to conclude these statements which will
Monday
twoin

by Alan Rosenberg
Nears. college students
have stereotyped the administration as a group of
white-haired gentlemen who
are unaware of the changing
limes. But two young men*in
the administration building at
San lose State University are
suddenly changing an established opinion.
Dun DuShane, assistant to
the dean of educational
services, resembles a typical
college student. His dark hair,
well kept beard, and agreeable
lace hold a friendly interest.
His colleague. Paul Bradley,
does not look like an assistant
to the dean of continuing
education. Bradley. with his
perfectly combed blond beard
and broad physique, resembles a dramatic actor.
Leopard-skin wall paper
and a surfing poster belie an
otherwise conservative tone to
DuShanis office. HIS desk is
cluttered with numerous
papers ranging from an article
on student evaluations of
leachers to a sample ballot
19 or
t’, ttn
which
bust."
I. 111

At the University of Oregon.
DuShane was interested in
lie
geology and biology.
received his B.S. degree. only

His
new
involvement
concerned college students.
With this an mind. DuShane
earned his M.A. degree in
counseling in 1967 and became
an activities advisor for
student government at the
I Iniversity of Washington.
Two years later. DuShane
came to the San lose campus to
handle the student disciplinary code.
An ivy league image
definitely was apparent
during
DuShane’s
college
days. Not only does a Phi Delta
Theta plaque hang on a wall of
his Dice but when he first
arrived on campus, he turned
his attention to San lose
fraternities.

Don DuShane

Housing service
assists students
Looking lot a place to live
this spring’?
Then it may be wise to check
the listing services of the San
lose State University Housing
Office or the Associated
Students Housing Office.
Many apartment and house
managers or owners who
desire student tenants tile
vacancy cards with these otlices.
According to Pat Helmke.
assistant housing director at
the SIMI Housing Office, their
old listing service was
reorganized this semester.
Miss Helmke explained the
changes was made to simplify
the
listing
service
for
students.
Under the new system.
living accomodations within
walking distance of the campus are listed on yellow cards
while those within commut ing

lii discover. -rocks only react
when you put acid or! them."

distame are un orange cards
The old system was divided
as
sections
in
such
apartments, houses. male and
female roommates, as well as
miscellaneous.
She urged owners with
vacancies or those students
who need housing to come to
the oft ice at 319 S. 5th St. or
call 277-2126 between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
lames Beall. A.S. Housing
director. has a listing id house
vacancies
and
apartment
posted on the bulletin board in
front of the A.S. ()Dices on the
third level of the Student
Union.
The bulletin board on the
second level of the Student
Union also has vai Inc’,

"In the early sixties they ran
the
school."
DuShane
remarked. "but now a popular
misconception is that all
fraternities are either racist or
constant beer drinkers."
While most of his job consists ol analyzing the disciplinary code, DuShane
investigates a particular case
and makes a recomendation.

But DuShane does not consider his lob a permanent one.
Although money and success
are not vital to his lifestyle.
DuShane would like to have
more responsibility. "Maybe
I’m ambitious, but I would like
to make and initiate change for
the betterment of humanity."
Bradley. the other assistant
to the dean, holds similiar
opinions about his job.
although he too did not plan at
first to enter into the field of
education.
Bradley majored in business
and technology at Oregon
State and thought he would
pursue his efforts in business
contracting.
Eventually he wound up in
insurance and started to set up
a residence office in Eureka.
But a friend’s wife, involved in
adult education. persuaded
Bradley to start teaching.
Before long. Bradley heard
of an administrative opening
at SISU and after an extensive
interview nailed the position.
"I looked like the typical ivy
leaguer." Bradley quipped.

The 28 -year -old Administrator tries to solve
iolations of the code informally by consulting all the
parties concerned in the case.
He believes that there is an
alternative approach besides
discipline. "Sometimes I ask
which is best for students and
society," DuShane said.
In the last few years.
DuShane has seen a change in
the type of violator of the disciplinary code. No longer are
nuts and protests prevalent on
campus, but bike thefts and
phony parking permits have
become common.
It DuShane had not followed
his particular line of work, he
might have entered the field of
recreation.
He enjoyed sports at college
by participating at squash and
was a member of the school
basketball team. In addition,
DuShane has tried tennis.
scuba diving, and chess.
Success to him is "doing
something that I like to do." So
tar he has not found
although it is not to say he
dislikes his present job.

Paul Bradley
-and I was even more
conservative in my political
thinking.- But as he became
more involved with faculty
Bradley began to broaden his
views.
Bradley has seen a slight
turn of events at college He

Campus Review Book investigates utilitarianism
operating in contemporary society

by Ken Mohr
Students bearing tile burdens of the past Ina% itrul "lot! al
Western Michigan University it a "clean slate" proposal is
passed by the Educational Policy Council there.
the proposal gives students who qualify the power to have
their past transcripts eliniinated if they wish. One major criteria
is that the student has demonstrated sufficient progress to more
or less conlound his former records.
the rub ol course is that all of the credit of the chosen
semesters disappears with the grades.

You may not feel the same as one 50-year -old student at CSU.
Lung Beach.
-I lust love school. I would like to go to school all the days of my
lily. she commented in a newspaper article on middle-aged
students.
After 13 years of college while working full-time, she
should know.
-You lust don’t realize the depth of your own ignorance until
SOU ye been to school for a while." she said.
I he reasons why middle-aged people return to school range
Irian a desire tor a la:Iter job, to boredom with housework, to
wanting an education
Another anonymous CSULB student in her 40s stated. "It
seems that college isn’t as much fun as it used to lie. Everyone is
so busy. I hope the kids here do something besides just school
work."
A 54-year-old man noted, "At first it was difficult adjusting to
school alter so many years. II takes a certain amount of
perseverance to stick ’with it. Naturally. there are rewards for the perseverance. "I’ll he the
only ninilor there (al work, with a B.A.." he claimed.

Middle-aged students aren’t the only tines unnerved on the
ltrot dav it school.
’It was a cultural shock.- says Nat Warden, also ol CSULB. "I
had to sit on a street corner for awhile just to adjust to the
surroundings. When not spending time at school. Warden is working on a 10 year sentence at the Federal Correctional Institution at Terminal
Island.
he people on campus are beaul dui." he slates. "My first day
here I was reluctant to talk to people. But I found everyone
welcomed me so warmly in spite of’ my past.Hos past includes bank robbery. Now, after five years in
prison. Warden has devoted his life to prison reform. His tool is
writing.
Nol so strangely, the thing that impresses him most about
CSULB are the girls. After live years without a view, they would
impress any male,

It was a sad day tor 75 minks when an unknown party set them
tree from their pens in the Washington State University College
nI Veterinary Medicine. Most of them will die because of their
taste of freedom.
The mink had hereditary muscular dystrophy and for this
reason. would choke on food that must mink eat. It was the only
known group of mink la have that particular strain of the disease
and was being studied genetically.
The scientists were seeking a cure to the disease which also
affects approximately 250.000 humans.
Filly of the mink were recovered. However, the two-year project was ruined because the mink had been separated into test
lots before the escape and were not marked for identifications.

Among the places an unescorted female should not go are the
University of Florida libraries. "Slack creeps" - males who
expose themselves in front of women - are becoming a daily complaint there.
Sometimes the "creeps" have attempted rape or merely stared.

Protest
marches
planned

by Virginia Golden
What is . ’ice? What is a
just societ% ’These are the
questions which john Rawls
deals with in his book. "A
Theory of justice.- according
to Dr. Phil jacklin. assistant
professor of Philosophy.
Or, jacklin reviewed Rawls’
book during yesterday’s
faculty book talk, the final one
of the semester.
Prior to Rawls, pointed out
Dr. jacklin. the predominant
view, almost the only view,
has been utilitarianism. That
is. a society is just if its
institutions and laws are
arranged to maximize total
happiness.
Utilitarianism poses a
problems,
number of
commented Ur. lacklin. in that
it "violates common sense
tudements about what /I just
society is like. As an example.
it would make certain kinds of
-gentle" slavery just, he
added.
Rawls’ intention is to
"develop an alternative view,
the social contract view, and
to do this clearly and
systematically for the first
time." said Or, jacklin.
Dr. jacklin discussed the
traditional Social Contract
Theory of the classical
philosophers Hobbes & Locke.
which concludes that man in
society has a common need to
cooperate. to co-exist without
violence, and that a state ol

nature. \sm. la Wild IrS.111
should man choose to live outside ol society. In addil ion, the
Social Contract Theory sees
society as coming about
through agreement among its
members.
Rawls devotes a main part
of his book to a description of
the stale of nature, or what he
calls "the original position." It
is reflection on this "condition" which leads men to
accept the principles of justice.
"justice as lairness, like
other contract views, consists
of two parts:
11) an
interpretation of the initial
situation and ot the problem,
of choice posed there, and 12
set of principles which, it
argued. would be agreed h.
says Rawls in his analysis II
the just society.
Rawls’ description of the
"original position." which he
stresses is "hypothetical," is a
situation in which people are
ignorant about their own
strengths and those of others.
and no one knows Ins fortune
in the distribution of wealth
and power in the til/1:11.1V.

1.111111.11-1.1111S111.
than’.
lack of "strong and lasting
benevolent impulses- is Iht.
major obstacle in the creation
of a utilitarian society,
points out in the beginning ill
his argument.
Although
the
implementation of Rawl’s theorv
seemed far-fetched to some in
the audience, lacklin called it
"moral basis tor revolution.
He added that the book is
clearly and concisely written,
and should be readable to anN
intelligible
individual.
regardless of their philosophic
I ackground.
10.4.1

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES
JOB OPPORTUNITY
Part time job
learning to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWERS
84 E. Son Fernando
298-5404

STAR MOTORS
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DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN S. DOMESTIC MODELS
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NEW FIATS
$48.00 mo.

AS low as

375 SO. MAR
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ET ST.

Present Student Body Card For Discount

OMEGA

0

For
That
Special
Day

Students & Faculty
Just present your ASB or staff
card. Cameras, Projectors,
Supplies, Equipment, Developing and Printing.

San Jose Camera
245 S. First

HEAVY ON FOOD!
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!
ONLY 14.001
ALL LOCAL MERCHANTS!
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE j
Mai

A coalition ol more than a
dosen San
use area
organizations met Tuesday
night at an ol I -campus
local
to plan a Ian. 20 war
protest march in San lose to
coincide with marches and
demonstrations also planned
for that day in Washington.
D.C., San Francisco and other
cities.
The primary focus of the
protest, set for Pres. Nixon’s
inaugural day, is to march and
demonstrate against Pres.
Nixon’s handling al the Vietnam War.
Calling themselves the San
lose Community Against the
War, the group made plans to
seek a permit Irmo the City of
San lose tor a march through
area in a rally
the if
in St. lames Park at First and
Si. holm streets. Speakers Ion
the rally have not yet been announced.
Besides
speakers.
I he
represental ives indicated they
would seek a musical group to
pertorm at the rally site. and
they hoped to encourage
participation al additional
by
community
groups
tinily iii i ng space for i normal ion boot hs.
Other groups and individuals who wish to assist
in
the planning anti
preparatinn iit the march and
rally are being sought by the
organizers. They will hold a
public meeting at 184 S. 13th
Si. ai 1 to.in . S.11111,1,11..

’1/41 0670*

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

U Pocket $158 WITH MY
MONEY
BOOK

KSJS LOG
5-7 p.m.: Tim Orlando plays
rock
5:25-5:30 p.m.: Woman 1,
Woman
Spectrum
p.m.:
5130-5:35
News
5:35-5:40 p.m.: Cooking with
Betty and Elsie
7-7:30 p.m.: Classical Music
Spectrum
p.m.:
7:30-7:35
News
7:35-8 p.m.: In Black America
8-9 p.m.: Abortion: Beyond
Legalization
9-9:10 p.m.: Reflections: An
interview with Lily Tomlin
9:10 p.m. -12 a.m.: Ken Giorgi
plays rock
Spectrum
p.m.:
9:30-9:35
News
Conan me
p.m.:
9:35-9:40
News
10-10:10 p.m.: The Fourth
’rower of Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m.: Sp..,
News

1 totpr1nciples ol lust ice are
chosen behind a veil of
ignorance" explained Or, jacklin in their order of priority.
Rawls’ two principles of justice are outlined by Dr. jacklin
in their order of priority.
that all men should have
equal liberty, equal rights and
duties.
that any inequality in the
distribution of wealth and
power should benefit all. land
otherwise there should be
economic and social equality.)
Rawls gives a detailed
argument as to why these
principles should be chosen

says students are now demanding that a universit y "give me
something that I can use."
But the 33-year-old administrator notes that the
office
Chancellor’s
is
becoming more restrictive. He
tears that sometime in the near
be
future -students will
railroaded" as the stale begins
to fund Associated Student
body activities.
He is concerned that administrators lend to forget
that their prime mission is to
aid students. Bradley slated
these officials get hungup on
the mechanics of the job and
think of students as a
nuisance.
Alter receiving has master’s
degree in the administration huh
education. Bradley is looking
into a doctoral program. Despite his enthusiasm with
college. Bradley saiii."1 dig the
outdoors."
As a child. Bradley loved
working on a dude ranch and
now he reflected."The cowboy
and Indian syndrome has
returned." Bradley said he
would like to be a farmer or
own a ranch and raise cattle.
He now rebuilds sports cars
and drives one of his own
creations. a 1955 Austin
Healy. to school.
Bradley said if he were an
assistant to the dean for the
rest of his life, he would eventually become stagnant. "I
would like to go into a higher
administrative position so
that I could have a stronger
say."
For Bradley success is to be
in a position to influence
others. He feels successlul in
occupation.
his
present
"because people like me and
when they ask me ludo a job I
accept the responsibility."
As an insurance agent.
Bradley played the proper
game: he always said yes to
the right people. But as a
college administrator, he does
not have to play any game to
move forward or be a success.
"I just have to be me."
Bradley said it takes an
exceptional person to maintain a really updated look on
life. Although there are some
today in the college adBradley and
ministration.
DuShane are both striving to
lie placed 111 I hi,

The true preciousness of an Omega
watch is the love that goes with it.
The Omega you receive today will be.
. pre
come a proud possession
cious beyond compare for what it
symbolizes Within each case beats
the peerless Omega movement. Made
with meticulous care to give years of
faithful performance. See our com
plete collection of Omega Men’s and
Ladies’ watches. $65 to over $1000.
A -. Self winding Seamaster voth seacthangong calendar
$155
144 gold fated case
In statnless steel case
$E118405
- 4 diamonds 144 white solid gni -1

PAAD-CICYL.%
SAN IOU
91 South First St
307 Town & Country Village

ewe I
C

Use Our Easy Payment Plan in.
BanhAme Heard. Master Move.
or First National
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Tragic way to fame

Dan Coym

Coach Woody Hayes of Ohio

State

in huddle before Rose Bowl.

by Nick Labeeb
It is a crime when human
being has to die in order to attain recognition he should
have received while he was
still alive to enjoy it.
Roberto Clemente was a
fabulous baseball player who
toiled 18 ’seasons for the
Pirates.
Books
Pittsburgh
have been written about Willie
Mays and Mickey Mantle, but
Clemente was lust another
star.
People who play games fora
living just don’t make the
news very often. Unless ol
course they threaten to quit if
they don’t receive enormous
sums of money.
lust as the swallows invade
Capistrano each
year.
Clemente showed up lor
spring
training
like
clockwork. If Clemente had
any contract gripes he never
made a big deal out of it.

and 18 assists in his first lull
year. Last season, he sat out all
but two games with a knee injury and still managed live
scores and three assists alter
two star-studded years at
Canada Community College.

,ccii ii’ si ored nine goals and
added live assists though
playing mostly as a mid -field
forward. His value was not
only scoring but moving the
ball up held toe torward teammate. Softie has 35 career

goals in three yea:s ol action.
"Both are complete players
and neither had many of what
you would call bad games.
Their individual play did not
always stand out because of
the balance on our team but

pc)

edge Aggies

Auditorium and strung Sall
Diego State in Spartan Gym
the following evening.
Before the disast erous
eastern swing, the head mentor encountered a poor sendoff from the Stanlord "Indians." The Farm handled
SISU well. 75-54, as the locals
manged a dismal 31 per cent
shooting mark.
Fogged -in
airports.
monotonous bus trips and no
baggage were a few ol the
problems the Spartans hail to
cope with on the live-day road
trip to Purdue, Duquesne and

Poloists champion
of AAU tourney
From the ashes of Albuquerque. the San lose State
University water polo team
salvaged most of the pride it
lost to UCLA by winning the
Senior Indoor National AAU
the
during
Tournament
Christmas holidays in Puerto
Rico.
The Spartans deleated all
seven opponents in the invitational event, including the
12-2 trouncing of Puerto Rico
for the championship.
SISU’s only close game was
with the New York Athletic
Club in the opening round of
the tournament. The Spartans
won 8-7. NYAC finished
second.
Other scores include a 19-3
defeat of Lower Moreland; 1310 over Orange Coast, 17-4
over Puerto Rico ’A’ team; 18-4
over Orange Coast ’B’ team;
and. 18-2 over the University
of Minnesota.
Individually. John Gebers
lead all scorers in the event
with 20 goals and was named
the Most Valuable Player ol

the tournament. Gebers was
joined on the All -Tournament
team by teammates Ed
Samuels. Brad lackson. Tom
Warnecke and Steve Spencer.
Senior Bruce Watson, who
scored 19 goals, second only to
Gebers. was omitted Irom the
honors list.
Spencer received yet
another honor last week when
the All-American team Was
announced in Los Angeles.
the senior forward was
named to the first team of the
mythical team. Also named to
the All-American team were
Jackson, a repeater from last
year. and. Samuels.
The newly crowned AAII
now are selling
champions
their sights on the louring
Russian team that is to lie in
the Bay Area in February.
-It would be a great
experience for the team it we
have a chance to meet the Russians," said coach Lee Walton.
glowing as much from pride as
the
I/

Si. losepha.
Purdue was the first stop on
a yearly holiday swing
through the midwest and east.
Guard lohnnie Skinner was
the spotlighted player on the
court with his 33 points, the
second most in one game by an
SISU individual.
The Boilermakers won 11986. despite Skinner’s heroics.
On the way to Duquesne in
Pittsburgh. Pa., fur a game two
nights later, the traveling
party was separted from its
baggage, including uniforms.
Duquesne had two sets of
jerseys on the court as S1SU
was forced to wear the
traveling unilorms. Before a
small 130001 but vociferous
crowd in the Civic Arena. Duquesne (the real Dukes) hung
on to deleat the Spartans 9585.
Coach Guevara tell it was
his team’s best game of the
season. The Spartans rallied
from a 55-36 half time deficit to
within live points late in the
contest belore succumbing.
Dave Dockery and Don
Orndorll paced the scoring
and 23 markers.
with
St. loseph’s shot t he eyes out
il the hoop with ii iic per cent

figure in rolling to a 90-76
triumph.
Once again, for the fourth
straight time, SISU trailed at
hall by more than 15 points
and could not catch up with a
last hall surge.
Orndorl I
had a good
shooting night and ended with
20 points but a low field goal
mark 135.21 was a key lector in
the loss.
The final game of the
holidays was an almost complete opposite for SISU as it
stayed close in the lirst hall
143-391 but tell apart in the
final stanza against Santa
Clara.
"Santa Clara was unable to
run its offense in the opening
halt as we did not let them,
through various means, but
our inability to put it together
for atoll 40 minutes cost us the
game," said Guevara on the 9170 loss.
Skinner led with 24 points
and Mike Webb chipped in
with 16.
In
conclusion,
Guevara
slated. -We have done
something well in every game
thus far, but a lack of consistency as a team has not been
I here.-

)MA.kS
4
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Senior hurler Mike Rusk
won’t be throwing baseballs
lor San lose State University
this spring. but for the New
York Yankees.
The 21 -year old righthander
signed with the fabled
organization yesterday for an
undisclosed amount of money
alter becoming the Yanks’
eighth round pick in the 1972
lune draft.
Rusk. a three year veteran,
holds several SISU pitching
records including most career

victories1221. His best year tor
the Spartans was in 1971 as
the team won its first -ever
Pacific Coast Athletic Association pennant. Rusk’s .750
winning percentage 112-41
was the ninth best nationally.
Rusk was an honored
moundsman in high school,
being selected to the Cent rid
Coast Section and the SPAL
first teams twice. Spartan
Coach Gene Menges recruited
the al lir pitcher in his first year
at the helm.
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Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
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We’re Here To Help
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1st Samurai Festival
Action -packed dazzling swordplay!
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TOPLESS NIGHTLY
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Heavyweight
pinned Charles
Jackson
Merrill in the second period to
lead the San lose State
University wrestling team to a
19-18 victory over the
University of California
Davis, Tuesday night in
Spartan Gym.
Oscar Trevino 11341, Dan
(150), Mike
Cummingham
Brady 11581 and Pete
gained
Murchison
each
decisions for the win.
The Spartans travel to
Sacramento Stale University
for a 7:30 contest tonight and
Hornets
then
host
the
tomorrow evening at 7 in the
51511 wrestling room

(with this ad)
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NEW YORK APThe
Columbia
Broadcasting
System announced yesterday
its $10 million sale of the New
York Yankees to a 12-partner
group, headed by Yankee
President Michael Burke.
Burke. former CBS vice
president, said millionaire
American Shipbuilding Company President George Steinbrenner would be in the top
echelon of management of the
American League team.
"The club will remain in
New York City." added Burke.
"The Yankee organization will
remain intact."
-
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SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance Your Car While
You Attend Class.

NY Yankees

Grapplers

Guevara,s cagers eye
’Good Samaritan’ role
by lack Mogg
For a nice guy who is
rebuilding the San lose Et: .e
University basketball
program, Santa Claus was not
too good to head coach Ivan
Guevara,
The SISU varsity lost five
games over the holidays, three
on a tough eastern road trip
that had many problems.
Hopefully, Santa Claus left
something in the bottom of the
stocking for Guevara this
weekend as his team hosts No.
5 rated Long Beach State
Friday night at Civic

(

both (Zylker and Sul Ilel were
noticeable when we needed
them," said Menendez.
Coach lulie Menendez will
be blessed as both bunters
return for their final seasons
in 1973.

history to pian the 3,000 hit
club. His lifetime batting
average Hid highly respectable
.318 and he was selected to the
all-star team 12 times.
Next season the Pirate
players will wear black arm
bands or something to show
their deep concern.
Someone will finally write a
book about Clemente.
People who never saw a
baseball game in their life will
say what a great athlete he
Was.
Sportswriters will
finally mention him in the
same breath as Mays and
Aaron.
What a lovely thing is death.
11 makes people realize what a
tremendous person the
departed was. There most be
an edster us ut

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.

CBS sells

SJSU booters Zylker,Suffle
named to All -America team
New YorkEven though
San lose State University’s
soccer team lost in the NCAA
Western Regionals to UCLA
last month, it received
recognition that no other
school on the West Coast can
boast.
lim Zylker and ’Iony Softie
were named to the 1972 NCAA
All-American squad Tuesday
for their efforts in making
SISU a soccer power during
the season. NCAA runnerup
UCLA tailed to have any
players mentioned on the
honored team.
Zylker paced the Spartan
scoring column with 18 goals

plunged 11110 the Atlantic
Ocean shortly alter departure.
The board of directors for
the baseball Hall of Fame have
made a motion to waive the
customery live -year waiting
period and conduct a special
election for Clemente.
They did the same thing in
1939 when former New York
Yankee great Lou Gering was
dying of leukemia. There is no
reason why they shouldn’t
elect Clemente now.
As a player Clemente was a
great hitter. He Was not a
home-run hiller in the class of
a Babe Ruth or Hank Aaron,
but for 13 of his 18 seasons in
the Major Leagues, Clemente
balled over .300.
Last
season Clemente
iii .1111.’ .111V I hi. Illh En:in in

Maybe he accepted the fact
that God had given him the
ability to do fantastic things
with a baseball, and not to be
expected to lie taken to MI.
Olympus for it.
Clemente was a humble
person. He could never
understand why everyone
made such a fuss over him. He
played the game with all his
heart. The rest of his life was
the same way. Clemente
thought the world of his
family and friends.
It was said that he was a
man who acts upon his convictions for the good ol all.
Isn’t it ironic that he died
while still attempting to help
others?
The native of Puerto Rico
and lour others were on a
chartered plane flying supplies to the people of Managua.
Nicaragua when the plane

241-6326

C 01
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’Oldies’ group plays benefit
Butch IA hacks and the Glass
Packs. Bev Area recording
artists known best tor their
’,moments of rock and roll
songs I the SO s. will appear
in 4 Irene( it concert Saturday
in the S.L Ballroom id San

The Santa Clara : cainty
Planning
Department
is
offering eight internships to
sonority graduate students
interested in urban planning
Apand
related
lields.
plications will be accepted
through Ian. 19, 1973.
The Planning Department
provide
54.000
in
will
internships. plus each student
for
will receive an allowance
educational tees, books and
There are two
materials.

lose State University.
Ferry Fetterman. vocalist
and guitarist who
perfornis althe Bell
San lose, mill also be lea,
the concert is being held to
raise mimes tii help finance the
Annual Special
Fourth
Olympics tor the Mentally
Retarded in loch is scheduled
tor March 31 at Blacklord
High School in San lose.
More than 900 mentally
handicapped
and
retarded
people in the Bay Area will be
competing in the Olympics. A
State Olunpics will be held in
ornia in fuly.
’soul hero
the concert may
I ickets
tie purchased in advance tor
:S2.1ii Sill lose Parks and
Recreation. 151 Mission St.. or
.11I he dom tor $100

i oda,
,oiss smiro an

Butch Whacks and

the Glass Packs in concert Saturday

STUDENT RATES
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Manual and Electric

Itillel.i.oiteL House with aural
nurr Shin on Aril C0.1351 0000n’
e
Luftdiers and 75 Lents members the
pia/ rin ihe lew rah Students Center. 441
s H III ptri
,1.1

1st (spy

EA.
FREE*

WITH THIS AD
From the SISU Meteorology
Dept. -Scattered clouds this
morning.
Clearing this
afternoon but continued cool
and windy. Today’s high will
be 49 with the mercury dipping to 29 tonight. Winds will
be northwesterly at 10-20
mph.. decreasing alter dark.

EXPERIENCED

ONE PER PERSON

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
Ior.151 sHEETS
BRING 1 HIS AD

If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.

HELP WANTED
If you have prior service, your

No matter what you drive - Irons a conservative Volkswagen to a
radical hot rod -we can save you money on your car insurance.
College Student Insurance Service has been working with the
Auto Insurance Industry for 5 years to prove that college
students deserve lower rates on their car insurance. Also you can
continue your coverage after you’re out of school.
We feel that you shouldn’t have to pay more to insure your car
than you did to buy it. (Ask about our motocycle insurance too)

48.80 per week -end drill. An E-5

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
on typewriter repair with this

ad

Aalkee Prieitesistration !odes Dom 10
111 111S p m in Anthill office SSA

For final tidbit: %%omen an .1 4
minority I hey represent appitoomalels
5J per Lent ill the norld s human
population Sep. meoreptr.ncciihcori
and if they don I. w here iii

local Army Reserve needs you.
An E-4 over two years earns

Adding Machines

it thr

nemled
noire inhumation It s
. ourdas

3t

cool day

Typewriters

111th St

411.MS nrr

Qualified students should
send a letter indicating his or
her minor field oh study.
courses in progress. linancial
inother
and
any
need
relating
to
the
formation
urban
interest
in
students
planning to: MIP coordinator,
County Planning Department.
70 W. Hedding. 95110 or contact Jim Bally at 299-2521.

COPIES

AVerdM.

Januar, grads in the %Soul lit Applied
Si MM. and Ails (here will lie an in
tormal Kraduelion reception on Ian IN
Iron. 2.4 pm in the S.D. I imunhuni
Koons I,rsdualeawishlttl to al tend Low
lair Dean Bowman di 277rtiati

siodzni

As part of the internship
each student will work in a
city, county or other local
planning agency part-time.

XEROX

Jr

on rental of
were
isvP1’

internship, minority students
must be enrolled in graduate
school no later than lanuary
197 3 and show linancial need

openings available now in the
internship program.
The program is lunded with
a grant Hum the United States
Department of Housing and
Urban Planning.
the
for
To
qualify

mpasurtiagg-u.ide
r.,IPMS

Internships open Cloudy
for graduates morning,

over three years earns 154.84.

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
170 So

2nd St

college ’,tucker&
289-8681

Call 2 98-2 088

286-2610

7:30 AM to 4:15 PM

Free parking at rear of store on 3rd St.

CSIS
insurance serviCe

404 S. 3rd St
(Above the Launderette)

ti nn11111:.g
BLOOD DRIVE-New Blood needed to
reorganize anemic fraternity Call Roger
or Gary at 293-9320

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 11115,
l’ood Supplements Instant Protein
VitaLea Vita E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic 11 L etc 1
Home Cleaners (Basic H L etc 1
Beauty Aids fProteinized Shampoo etc I
John ZS Mary Rhoades 297-3888
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W

San

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
VOl ements instant Protein
v4aLea Vita E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners i Basic H L etc I
-tome Cleaners Basic H L etc I
Ads Inroteinitect Shampoo etc
Rhoades 297-3886
"

Ma,

PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San
SJ. 294-1455 IJust West of
Semi features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR nanderafted trainee top quality
welermattresses from $12 & up. organic
furniture pillOwS duality 10-speeds.
sates & service accessories, friendly
service righteous prices BEDS TO
NESTE BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN
294.1455
. _
CHIll STIAN SCIENCE CO
organization meets Thum 7 30 PM n
memorial chapel All are welcome!
’LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a college-age BALLET Claus at
Euler. School of Ballet Basic ’technique or the beginning dancer Beverly
Eutrazia Grant. Director Phone 241-1/76
it no answer 2813-8917
NAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers, Let Campus SO 5 help Cali
Ice Spartan Daily at 277-3181 or drop by
THE MONEY BOOK IS 918000
TOTAL VALUE 115066 F0001 FOR
ONLY $400 140W-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE I 1973-GET YOURS
NOW -SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER F AmiL v STEAK HOUSE 131
0, FRIED CHICKEN
ELLA. RESTAURANT
HouND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMA AOOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
AS W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
ANIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEP,TO S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA T AXANITA (at 121
ANEW 5 ROASTBEEF
FREE MOVING BOXES AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY OF:
BODEGA ESPANA
i040 N 4th SI
vow
Mete wine & beer store
SPECIAL MONEY 50011 OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
TWO II TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
25, OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENTS!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTH!
SI SO OFF ON LP RECORDS!
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONIEI
ONE DOLLARS WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE Teel
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 11114-NO GAS PURCHASE!
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
COURSE FOR
KENPO
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON!
FREE 38" a 40- TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFFI
BOOKSTORE -ONLY $4.130
"V.I.P. PIZZA Student Discount 50
percent off any Pizzo Purchase end
Dotter Pitcher Beer Offer good moN.
THUMB. OEC 6-0EC 21 Fri & Set Meet*
lire four piece bonds Night Club at’nowhere that seats 158 PeCiPle Pool
Table & Coin Genres Loosed 1488 So
tat St Four Doors South of Alms Aye
P-REI PUPPIES-7 elks Lab-S7NP mi
Cell 893-4256
Local Ole rimed@
eyenmfas

TODATS WORLD IS VERY COMPLEX
EVERYBODY WANTS TO SAVE YOU
FROM EVERYTHING POLITICS. GOVT.
THE ESTABLISHMENT, DRUGS.
POLLUTION WE JUST WANT TO SAVE
YOU A LITTLE MONEY THAT’S ALLI
MONEY BOOK IS A LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

41r. St
THE PISCEAN 10
north of Library) 287.7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54, pillows, occessones. gualdy 10.
Wiled imported bikes from 8I33 Sales 8
Service All at righteous prices with friendly helpful SeraiCe 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN

"WET SUITS" and two ’surfboards- V2’
surfsystem and 94 1(I-00(1 surfboards
"medium bodyglove wetsuits 251-1273

INTERESTED in working with Junior
High students in an alternative cieseroorn, Pre-reg Hum 180 or 161 Call
Sally 295-7415 or 277-2953

DYNACO FIA-5 TUNER KIT. Unassembled. still in shipping container Factory
guarantee $146 Call 338-8827 On Ben
Lomondi

TWO FREE HOT DOGS. FROM DEF1
WIENERSCHNITZEL ONE FREE 3 PC
CHICKEN DINNER WITH PURCHASE
OF THE SAME FROM PURCHASE OF
THE SAME FROM KENTUCKY FRIED
CHICKEN ITS ALL IN THE MONEY
BOOK,

WHAT IS A FUR BEACH????
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beautiful SUEDE in over 20 colors,
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk-Fox-Rabbit.
Latigo-beit LEATHER for skirts-pants.
Fur sluff to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH a wild trip.
1411 The Alameda SJ 288-8688

AUTOMOTIVE
16 VS BUS-Rebuilt ono IreCeuftel
built-in bed, carpet, extra finecond. $950
293-3160
IS BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp rollber.
hardtop new tires, maga, kOnt shock.
reblt eng. sm. 374-5643
’ES VW BUG-completely customized
New Mes, brakes, paint. cars & more
8800 or best offer 961-8873
71 YAMAHA 350 Good transportation
Excellent condition Call after 7 PM 2778595
70 TRIUMPH 650CC Pen shape0 pipes
$850 offer Dave 298-0181
70 VW COJAPMOBILE. Red good condition ice box tent, must sell, best ofIer
269-9118
10 $50 FIAT SPYDER. Low mileage
8875 297-5385 afternoons/247-1804
slier 5 pm
13 OLDS. Runs, needs, work Ask for
John Make offer 292-4487
Ili VW Bug. Clean well-mointalned very
good mechanical condition 8 body
Good tires 5650 offer 969-0843
VW ’111 Bug camper. 68 motor Must sell
$850 225-5345 am or eyes Gull Station
crnr Santa Clara 8 10th St
COST OF LIVING GETTING OUT OF
HAND? CUT It DOWN TO SIZE WITH
THE MONEY BOOK -LIMITED OFFER
AT SPARTAN BOOK .TORE,

FOR

SALE

WATER BEDS-Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970 has water beds and accete
swiss of the finest quality at the lowest
Pricers Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave Downtown San Jose 2861283. and 24 E Campbell Ave scree
from Weet Valley College Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on pans and Accessories
to students veer round
Gents Bicycle Barn
1186 E William St 293-7997
ARE YOU STILL PAYING frill p.0 for
tewobacks? Recyle features 1.0911
election of paperbacka Wiencik fiction in
Bey Area, ’it price. mostly We pay 20 per
coat cover. 30 per cent trod* for your
Settee paperbacks vied records. too
Recycle 235 So I Si Si 2864275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUMOR 368 per lb
293-2954
IL ACKLITE POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
754 LS up, INSENSE 25 STOCLS 29e.
PIPES St OD 8 UP. RADIOS $3 95 & UP,
LEATHER
GOODS.
BINOCULARS
$2220 & UP. BLACKLITE COMPLETE
18- $11 95,4 $22 95 STROBE LIGHTS
51795 GAS OLO BULB $395 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING &I SRI UP TSHIA TS S2 013 EACH BROOKS 80 E Sin
Fernando i 516 from SJSU Phone 29E0409
11-il WOULD LIKE TO SELL YOU A
MONEY BOOK WOULD YOU LIKE TO
BUY ONE? IT 58 LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

PHOTO-STAMPS
Personalize your stationerY. greetidg
cards and thank you notes with your own
photo Real pictures in stamp forms Fifty
photo-stamps 1 a 1
is a professional
high gloss photograph clear brilliant,
sparkling perforated with gummed
backs Like a sheet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
negative
Photo will be returned
unharmed, Allow one week tor delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 So 1st St SJ
95113 Enclose $2 50 -5% sales tea
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip . Check with us for discount
prices on Teac, Sansin Pioneer, Dual
etc We guarantee San Jose State
students Me lowest prices available in the
entire Bay Ares Call for Weekly specials
247-2028
GIANT poster made from any photo or
slide in 1 day $5 Terrific gift idea.
SUPER SHOT 353 Meridian 293-5684
EDGARS TROPIOUARIUM & GIFT
SHOPPE. 40 E San Antonio St . San
Jose Specializes in Miniguariurns
Oriental Art Obects Unique gifts A
small & friendly store
NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATHE 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$45 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 80E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU
AOUASPRING
Home Water Distill.,
Automatic electric portable distiller
lemons obectionable impurities to give
100% pure water Excellent for drinking
and cooking (especially for babies and
special diet formulas), winemaking kits,
color photography. irons, banishes.
travel trailers etc 2 yr guarantee. Distributor 266-5286
EXPRESSION III, fine art & crafts Select
from Unice* handmade items-Have
dams made to your specifications Paintings
macrame
weaving
leather.
ceramics,
woodwork
candles
retalworke. iewelry, & photography
OPEN Mon-Sat 1130 am -S pm SOS
San Fernando SJ 292-1567 Just 2 blks
from SJS library
EMBROIDERY done on T-ehirts, twee.
your choice Call Helen 2974023.
COKE machine Antique-good working
coed Takes 8 on bottles Good
conversation piece Best offer 998-0532
HARD TO FIND-Old jewelry. crocks
baskets beaded begs, pocket knives.
lamp., clocks, books. records kit utensils. punt frames mirrors. plants,
furniture
proiances,
bicycles.
hardware, looks, camping equip You’ll
be happy you found the LOST FEAT
MARKET 1940 S 1.1 St . SJ 293-2323
(Across from Accentl Olen Wed Inn,
Sun 8-430 FREE parking & admiswon

TYPING OVERLOAD?
Let me help, Tann papers-Gen’l reports
Call Donna today after 530 292-9359
Will work over holidays’

DONATE ON A regular blood plasm.
program and receive up to $40/monthly
Bring student ID or this. and receive
bonus with your first donation HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 & Almaden Ave
San Jose. CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 310

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
familiar? When career positions are so
competitive, would it be to your advantage to learn valuable business experience. sed-development. plus a hmely
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has a few such positions for the
right students Call 268-8739 after 5 PM
for a personal interview.

ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, quiet, house
in Willow Glen for serious student
$70/rno incl util 267-3830 Nick

SHARE UNFURN. 1 BR. APT: near Unw.
Quiet 8 neat, noce neighborhood.
Female No drug $50/mo Uhl NOT inch
998-8311

TYPING-EDITING IBM, fast, accurate.
experienced Free Pick-up and del Call
pm 378-1525 Carts Finney

ROOM WITH KIT, across from Adminis.
Bldg Clean. quiet Ivy Hall 279 E. San
Fernando 293-9814, 294-6472, 253-1152,

COLLEGE READING LISTS OFTEN
LEAVE OUT THE MONEY 13001(1 DO
YOU KNOW WHY? LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

STUDENTS earn $100 or more Per weal!
Year round working w/young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No exp n. You are trained by
experts No invest collections, or del
nec It s easy to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students average more
than $100, week last year You must lee
a valid drivers license insurance good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 630 AM-4 30 PM Sat Call now 2891091 ask for Mr Terry
ADVERTISING/P.R.
Creative. self-starter needed by apt/office center builders to write own ads
Prepare promotion schedules 8 do PR
work Send resumes to interland attention Bill Meyers. 122 Saratoga Santa
Clara 95050 No phone calls please
FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon Wed . Fri and Tues Thurs..
Sat Sun, 1 00 P M to 6 30 P M $10
AM to 6,30 P M 30 per unt to 50 per
cent commission Tropical Ice ’cream
Co 358 No Montgomery St . S.J 2974228. Mr Bennett
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS.
free camera 8 film. student discounts.
group rates 1415 The Alameda. SJ 11
AM-12PM Class this Monday Nile. 730
PM 55 998-1965
PART TIME hostesses & COCkt1111
waitresses Red Baron Restaurant 9236080 Bill or Jay, or apply in Penton
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as &longtime
companion tot handicapped individual -FREE room 8 board to girl over
18 Very nice apt Call Robert Hell at 2963208 after 5 PM
EVERYBODY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS column help you Call 277-3181,
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become SHAKLEE
distributor
you are your own boss. No quotes
no risks. Every distnbutor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth.
Please make comperisorfe.
We will ask you to doe little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN SMART 48E80. 5th 42-297-38613
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY!
International
Local/NatIonel
Management Trainee Positions open
Possible earnings up to $1.500/mo Only
ambitious & aggressive Individual need
apply Cell Mr When. weekdays 1939158
IIWERS
I
20
needed pert-tine or Permanent 4 Isoure
374I)
Eberhardt
Pecan
minimum daily
7507 g am to 330 pm -for sure 9
per -later occasionally
FREE ROOM & BOARD for live-In
babyish’, Female Must be loan MonFri 12 midnite to 8 am Direct bus route
to SAW 241-1797
MUST SUPERVISE sister’s children at
Tacna, cabin Dec 16 to 24 Need help
with cooking & activities Call 294-0763
Free room II board & fun

SKIERS-BUCKLE bOots. etre 10‘h Excetera condition 241-1829

HOLISINr,

STUDENT TO DISTRIBUTE VERY
UNUSUAL COMPUTER DATING
FORMS $400.$600/mo Wide Boa 508
Boulder. Colo

BE A FRIEND to handicapped men. Live
free in attractive room Girls over IS.
please call 298-2308 all 5.

bdrm apt Ex.! loC
MALE.
$66 66 inquire 292-4273 or 247 8196
Marc

MAMIYA &IKON 1000 OIL C.ernera bOdy
spot and aver meters-excellent condition $85 Call Mike 280-8969

WANTED

PARKING 56/mo. free. 2 blocks from
State on 5th St. Phone moms or eves.
293-4275.

NEW ROOMS from $55/in0. across the
campus Ample periwig. Safe and quiet
99 S 9th also 278 S 10th St. Phone 295E1514 or 295-8526

ASSORTED types of hard-working men
to create a new group experience
Rewards based on performance Cell
Gory 275-0160

HELP

TYPIST
Accurate experienced. fast Can edit
these,, Papers Near City College. Mrs
AsLanian 298-4104,

THE MONEY BOOK IS 5150.00 TOTAL
VALUE 1550 00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $400
Now 872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE 1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS,
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL (3)
SUN’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (3)
BARREL’S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

ALTHOUGH THE MONEY BOOK is
HEAVY ON FOOD. YOU CAN TEAT ALL
THE COUPONS LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

FOR RENT
VERY Igo 1 BR Sets
Fur,,vow carpets
Swim pool mac room $130
Studios $100
620 5 9th St SJ

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new wiw carpets.
kdchen. Garbage Depose!, air
conditioning, enclosed garage. pool ’h
blk SJSU. quiet I our-plex. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 4865 5th 1 286-0944

GINUI: 2 bdrm turn. apt $115 Rent cut.
All utilities pd. Nr. SJSU 4498 10th St.
Piped het. 11 arn-2 pm Nice

LARGE 1 Bedroom apts
furnished
A/C carpets
Recreation room,
swim pool
62000 9th St SJ 8130
Studio. $100

LARGE, quiet. I bdrm, turn apt carpeted,
pkg. Idry facd 2 blks to SJSU 53800. 8th
99 295-7894
1 BD RM APT. New shags, paint, w & g
Paid, clean. modern. turn 751 S 2nd St
293-7796

FREE ROOM & BOARD to girl over 18 as
a campamon to
handicapped individual Very nice apt Call Roden Hall
01 298-3208 after 5 PM

WANTED: 2013 bdrrn house for Spring
semester Close to school. Call Ron 3275441

CLEAN FURN. APTS.
620 S 3rd (Reed & S. 31d)
000 5 9th (Reed & S 9th)
480 S. 6th (Williams & S. Mt
OLDIES BUT GOODIESI

WHAT’S UNUSUAL ABOUT THE
MONEY BOOK? NOT A WHOLE LOT IT
JUST HELPS LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

FURN. STUDIO APT. Omit girl. Utilities
prl No gem Cln. dep. 251 S 14th St.

SERVICES

LARGE 263 km.. 2 bath AEK, carpets. OR
St pk . pool, 4 Wks to camp Study atmosphere 470 S 11th St RI 287-7590

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE. ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 244-8444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER

LARGE APTS. 2 bdrm. 2 bath, torn NOW
$150. See et SOBS 11th St. 298-9045.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC
Cell 14081 287-8240 for further info

NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan 1st to
share 2 Odom townhouse next to campus
$84 mo , clean, non-smoker, 275-0596

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512598

FELLOWS W.G. area $45/rno w/kit Pnv
TV 294-1211
SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
courtyard. color TV, maid & linens,
parking $84/mo up $2050 week Near
Univ . So 11th St 293-7374

ROOM witot priv Norewnoker. 5 bike to
SJS. Large quiet clean $65/mo. 287-3125
before noon is best time.

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $88 Includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints at
your choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
color 8x105-$1 25 each. Staff of 20
photographers Make Co appointment to
see our samples-then decide. OleneverY
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161

LARGE 1 bdrrn. apts. Quiet, pool, car
port. convenient area, Student-manager,
$135. 1788 The Alameda 293-5377

TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt. 0823
287-4355 (before 8 ern aft. 2 Om M-El

APT, for rent Clean. 1 & 2 Bdrm .
furnished Immediate &Spring Occu 457
S 9th Si,blk from Hi-rise Dome)

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CS’S (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
2894681 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD ST 2ND FLOOR

FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus Room tor 4
students New rugs Cell 252-2243

1 & 2 11011. turn apts, near campus,
covered parking, laundry, wig pd 5130i75Hlep. 0350 11 Sem lease
FURN. APTS.
230 E San Salvador across from SJSU
Call 294-6028 or 294-8758 Ask for J B or
Mr Lee

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses manuscripts, term papers. &
general reports Fast, accurate, reliable,
and reasonable rates Cell Mrs Alice
Emmerich at 249-2884

APT FOR RENT-On or after Jan 1 for
Spring sem Across from &IS. Nice 1
Winn furn $135/rno Call anytime 2934218 or 294-6028 Ask for J B. or Mr. Lee.

TYPING-Thesis,
General Reports,
Leiters IBM Select. Reasonable . 2836895

NEW STUDIO APTS. $1185 $120 per
month 5228 Snow Dr S.J e110111e 2268112.

TYPING of all kinds IBM Executive
typewriter Experienced. reliable and
very reasonable IBM are. 5711-2863.

LARGE, CARPETED, FURN. t bdrrn apt
Parking. 2 tee from SJSU 539 So 81h e9
295-7894 afternoons

WEDDING BELL SLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio We play your risquests at ceremony or reception 92E0413 for more info

DELUXE Furn, apt. for rent-5 bike trots
campus. 1100/mo. until Jan. 30. See mg,
apt 03 186 E. Read St. SJ.

TYPING-Reasonable 219-2483 after S
PM
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EUROPE’S
-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Roses and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA,
11687 San Vicente Blvd 84, LA Calif.
90049 Tel 826-0955
LIKE TO TRAVEL? Sig Ep has 200 accommodations across Me nation Call
Roger or Gary at 293-9320

PERSONALS
BEETLEBOARD owners If you area part
Pt the advertising beetleboard campaign,
please call the Spartan Daily at 277-3181
Ask for feature department
-EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Inexpensive Student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter -European student charter flights
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT. ISCA
11787 San Vicente Blvd. 04, L.A. Cald
90049 TEL 826-9055.

TWO GUYS will lose their lobs unless
they’re success. ul in recolonizing Sigma
Phi Epsilon this week HELP! Call Roger
or Gary 293-20
WITH YOU-IT
WE WANT Yo
WAS DESIGNED TO FILL YOUR
EVERYDAY NEEDS AND TO SAVE YOU
MONEY. WE THINK WE’VE DONE IT.,
WHAT DO YOU THINK? ITS AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!
WHEN YOU OWN A MONEY BOOK
YOU’LL POCKET A LOT MORE THAN
JUST THE CHANGE, IT’S A LIMITED
OFFER IN SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

LOST 8, FOUND
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppy 45 mo. old. female Brown end black.
Found near SJS Call 289-5570,
REWARD! Gold and lade bracelet lost on
tennis courts 12-15-72 Valuable only to
me Call 377-3150
FOUND: A fraternity that needs new
blood. new ideas end ambitious men to
form the kind of organization you’d ’Preto
see Call Roger or Gary at 293-9320

Need a
Good Car?.

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kits. Meet 19 brown, kits are Slick & white
have tail, & claws. Call 258-0638
Drug-ID
ANONYMOUS ANALYSIS
call 965.1158
ANYONE WITNESSINOrnotorcycle theft
on 5th St morose from West Hull on Oct
31 Wessel call 284-9773
EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
mak Ask Campus 505 11 277-1391 and
ilea it in the Daily
HAVE 2 very beautiful birthdays Terri
Walint and Lorne Keucho from four
cheeks
COME to Psychodrama Reg Gres every
Tue. & Fri 8 PM 40 Hr Marathon Dec
15-17 Call 328-0137,401 Florence. Palo
Alto (Cnr of Lytton)

SEE
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’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad

Print Your Ad Hers:
(Count seer an 37 Idlers and speces for each hoe/
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Print Name
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Address

UM. DY

Check a Classification
n Nes Reeled
§Announcements

TRANSPORTATION
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 113 all
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD-Call 287
8888 for information or 298-6600 1 or
reservations

Fersnhsis
Seiivirs
Transpor talion

C.1,

En Ins ,d

SENDCIIEIK MORE Y ORM OR
CASH TO
SPIll AN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 65114
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1 wo daey pr on In publication
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